Subject: Coeus - S2S problem with Subaward Form 'RR FnF A-V1.1'

Date: Thursday, July 30, 2015 at 3:57:03 PM Eastern Daylight Time

From: Ron Schultz

To: ORIS

This email is being sent to you because you are on the Coeus Contact List and you have indicated you want to receive system-to-system information from us. You are welcomed to share this email with colleagues.

We have encountered two FOAs using the attached RR Subaward Form which could not be sent S2S. The problem may not be limited to these FOAs. It is however limited to this RR Subaward Form, ‘RR FnF A-V1.1’, displayed name is ‘Research & Related Subaward Budget (Total Fed + Non-Fed)’.

Two FOAs containing this Subaward Form are:
- ED-GRANTS-041515-001
- ED-GRANTS-041515-005

If you encounter an FOA that uses reference Subaward Form and your proposal will include a subaward in the budget: complete the Adobe Package, attach that package to a Coeus Record, and route the Coeus Record for submission by your ORA Grants Associate.

Ignore this message if you are submitting a proposal under an FOA using reference RR Subaward Form, but do not have a subaward in the proposal budget.

We will send a notification once this problem is solved.

Regards,
ORIS

Email coeus-help@jhu.edu to be added to/removed from the Coeus Contact List.